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Ted Dechane is a junior in Pre-Physical Therapy at Ferris State 

University. Ted has received the Founders Full Ride Scholarship for the 

last three years. Aside from taking classes, he is a Resident Assistant 

and Executive Board Member for Ferris State University’s Jana Hurley 

NRHH Chapter. Not only does he better the Residence Hall experience 

for those who reside within Clark Hall, he also works to improve the 

recognition and leadership for all students living on campus at Ferris 

State University. Ted is a determined, hard working, and responsible 

person who is always willing to help wherever needed. Ted has earned 

his spot as the MARHHCC which has led him to be Ferris State 

University’s MARHH Member of the year.  
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Ted is involved within three major organizations on campus. Those 

organizations are RHA, NRHH and Residential Life. Ted is a Family Member 

within RHA and attends the meetings on a regular basis. Within RHA, he 

helps out with the programming committee. He is also the MARHHCC at 

Ferris; and promotes people to write OTMs around campus to increase 

recognition to those who deserve it. This is Ted’s second year is a Resident 

Assistant in Clark Hall. Clark is unique due to its First Year Experience 

program. The FYE Program is a unique opportunity for first year FSU 

students who would like to improve and gain leadership skills, form lasting 

relationships with other students, prepare for a lifetime of learning, connect 

with campus and community resources, live in an amazing community, and 

participate in service-learning initiatives. Program participants will satisfy 

requirements while living the FYE experience. SLED students work with the 

FYE students as mentors since they were in their shoes the previous year. 

Because of this, Ted and the rest of his staff have many more requirements 

with programming then other halls around campus. In the hall Ted is the 

chaired recognition committee, and event coordinator for Cheer on Children 

Charity Dodge ball Tournament. 
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Prior to this year, OTM writing was not really encouraged around 

campus. Ted has turned this whole process around. Each month, 

there are at least 5 OTMs written for the campus. Since the creation 

of MARHH in October, there have been 18 OTMs submitted to the 

regional level. Ted created a presentation about how to write an 

OTM, the needed requirements, past examples and who to recognize. 

The presentation has been shown around campus at different events 

including the first annual S.T.A.R.S. Leadership conference, Student 

Staff Mid-year training, RHA and various halls that requested to learn 

more about the process. Ted also created a Ferris State 'Of the 

Month' Facebook page where he states the writing process, provides 

dates to when the OTMs are due and also displays the campus 

winners each month. There are 111 people who currently follow this 

page and Ted is always updating the page with posts and reminders.  
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Not only does Ted promote OTMs on campus, he makes sure that the 

current active members are participating in the voting process as well as 

encouraging members to write OTMs. Ted shows up for every meeting 

and plays an active role in the meetings. There is a program that Ferris’ 

Jana Hurley Chapter implements called ‘Stars and Diamonds’. Within this 

program the Star is a mentor to the Diamond to help them throughout 

their first year as an active member of MARHH. Ted works with his 

Diamond on certain projects that the organization has and he keeps in 

contact with her throughout the week to make sure that classes, RHA and 

all of her other involvements are going smoothly. Ted helped plan the 

first annual S.T.A.R.S conference where he put on his OTM presentation. 

Ted attends every program that is put on around campus, no matter if it is 

a MARHH program or Co-sponsorship between MARHH and RHA.  

 

House: "I take 

chances all the time. 

It's one of my worst 

qualities." 
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Because MARHH recently started in October, there hasn’t been 

much that Ted could have participated in. During the October 

Business meeting, Ted sat in on the informal MARHH meetings. 

Ted also sat in as a proxy MOCC when there was voting and 

discussions of the creation and constitution of MARHH. Ted 

attended both the October and January business meetings for 

this school year. Ted will be attending the MORHA Conference as 

part of the delegation where he will sit in on the MARHH business 

portion to be able to bring more information back to Ferris’ 

Chapter. Ted is very excited about the creation of MARHH and 

hopes that it will continue to increase the popularity of NRHH and 

hopefully increase the leadership and recognition or other 

schools in Michigan.  

 



March 4, 2011 

 

Dear MORHA Selection Committee, 

Thank you for the opportunity to write this letter of recommendation for MARHH Member of 

the Year. MARHH is the sister organization of RHA at Ferris State University. The two 

organizations have always worked closely together and do co-sponsorships. I am a member of 

MARHH and have known Ted for just over a year. 

Ted has displayed a sense of determination that stands out in the organization. He has taken 

OTMs to a whole new level, especially with the amount of submissions to the MORHA. In 

regards to OTMs, Ted created a presentation to encourage others to write OTMs. The 

presentation also explained what the purpose is of an OTM, requirements and past examples. Ted 

presented this PowerPoint many times including; staff training, S.T.A.R.S. Leadership 

Conference and also during the MARHH Campus Tour. He also created a Facebook group that 

would allow people to view past examples and winners.  

Ted also had a large impact on the first annual S.T.A.R.S. Conference that MARHH put on at 

Ferris State University. He helped with the planning and execution of the event and was always 

eager to help where ever he could. Ted is one of those people who go above the expectations and 

NRHH is a passion to him. 

The Ferris State University MARHH Chapter has grown as a whole this year and Ted has 

contributed to this in many ways. He is always punctual to every meeting, attends every event 

and also spreads the MARHH name throughout the university. Ted has earned his spot as the 

MARHH Member of the Year. 

 

Thank you for your support, 

Duane J. Roberts Jr.  

Ferris State University 

Executive President of the Residence Hall Association 

 


